


know your mountains 
Castle Rock Spire in Sequoia National Park, California, as 
seen at sunset in the winter, from the road on the opposite 
side of the valley. The rock formation to its left is, 1 believe, 
called the Fin. This is an enlargement of an approximately 
2"x2V21! section out of an original 8x10 negative of Tri-X-film. 
A 20-inch Bausch & Lomb lens with a red filter was used, on 
an 8x10 Eastman view camera. Photo by Edward Cooper 



On the Edge of Al! Things 

To Stand on the edge of all things, 

Way out above it all, 

Fond gazing at ridges and summits, 

Heeding the mountain call. 

Forgetting the petty, the ugly, 

Noting the lines on a wall. 

Grasping the fate of a fall. 

Suffering the sharpest of rebuffs, 

Rain and snow in the squall, 

Basking in one's hour of sunshine, 

Knowing the ways how to stall. 

Watching the flight of the eagle, 

Learning how to be small, 

Knowing the colors of season, 

With death noted as pall. 

Seeing in vertical abstract, 

Guessing the size of a tall, 

Perched on the tip of nowhere, 

Gazing on a mighty hall. 

Stood on the edge of all things, 

Way out above it all. 
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,An Intriguing gnhan Tro6lem: 

PUMASILLO'c 
An account of the 1968 New Zealand Expedi-

tion to the Cordillera Villcabamba in an attempt 
on the unclimbed North Ridge of Pumasillo, 
20,400 feet. Ken McNatty (leader), Dick Cowan, 
Paul Green, Allen Higgins, Peter Goodwin, Mac 
Riding (photographer), Bob McKerrow, J. E. S. 
Lawrence. 

By John E. S. Lawrence 
Photos by the Author 
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Most mountain ranges in Peru are reached in 
a few days from Lima; at least some have reason-
able road access. This accessibility was evidenced 
in part by the number of climbers in Lima last 
summer. Though faced with monumental tonnage 
of supplies and hardware for the walls of Rhon-
doy, Don Whillans and his party seemed confident 
they would get most of the way by truck. A tough, 
small and successful expedition from Canada was 
entirely reliant upon a single private car. Lima 
was a confident place to be in, and Lima for climb-
ers is Hotel Claridge, a sound refuge, and quite 
tolerant of scruffy bearded and booted itinerants 
— a sort of gentler version of Katmandu's Hotel 
Royal, minus Boris. 

Though Lima is seeing an increasing number 
of small motorized parties heading for the peaks, 
at least one area still offers a Himalayan ap-
proach, through sub-Amazonian jungles and fol-
lowing the old Inca Route into the mountains from 
Cuzco. Though the first part is tedious trucking 
for a week to Arequipa, and up over the Sierras 
to Cuzco, it is followed by a day's train journey 
down the Urubamba gorge past Macchu Picchu, 
then a week's mule ride into the little known Cor-
dillera Villcabamba. That is actual travelling 
time; it took the seven New Zealanders of our 
party, before I arrived, almost two months with 
their forty-one tea chests, just to get to Base 
Camp at 15,000 feet. 

Many visitors are familiar with the heady ruins 
of Macchu Picchu. As the Sierra Club found last 
summer, they are best experienced with a wine-
skin, from a tent pitched among the moon-
bleached walls. From the terraces, the enormous 
chasms of the Urubamba steal the eyes down-
ward, yet above and beyond it is occasionally pos-
sible to discern the glint of summit ice, many 
miles to the west. 

If you were to travel on down the gorge for 
another day on the dusty, friendly Indian train 
to where the railroad ends at Chaullay, and then 
turn left for four days on foot up the Villcabamba 
River, whose characteristic grey-green color is a 
sure sign of its glacial origin, you would finally 
emerge.from the jungle at a sort of `crossrivers'. 
Here you find a tiny Kechuan pueblo called Huan- 

cacalle, bristling incongruously with local 
`guardia', whose bark very quickly dies, but whose 
bite should not be underestimated. Every year 
there are bloody clashes with the communist guer-
rillas in these steep valleys, and it is wise that 
expeditions to Central Peru have clear identifica-
tion, and preferably advance notice of their pas-
sage. Huancacalle is the gateway for the high 
cordillera; two or three days now with the mules, 
over the passes, will bring you to the bases of the 
six-thousand-meter giants with the beautiful 
names: Sacsarayoc, Capeza Blanca, Mellizos, and 
Pumasillo (pronounced by the Kechuan Indians, 
who all know it, as POOMA- SEE -YO) . 

I arrived alone at this crossrivers in early June, 
on my birthday — alone except for one mule, with 
whom I had developed an intense love/hate rela-
tionship that was definitely on the rocks. It 
appeared that I was permanently three days 
behind the others. They had all accompanied the 
gear together from New Zealand, and were 
expecting to meet me somewhere en route. I had 
six weeks leave from my work with Outward 
Bound in the States. Owing to a series of mishaps, 
and the hazards of trying to penetrate Kechuan 
country alone, and with minimal Spanish, I had 
managed to arrive always just too late to find 
more than wide-eyed women, empty bottles, hairy 
tales of the gringos, and scrawly, if encouraging 
messages on the backs of envelopes. 

It was another five days before I caught them, 
at 15,000 feet, in a side valley off the main Puma-
sillo northern basin. When I stumbled across them 
they had started climbing, and were traditionally 
in shorts despite the fact that it was snowing. (On 
the approach, their hirsute legs had blown the 
minds of the Kechuans, who are modest, and keep 
themselves well-covered.) It had been a bad five 
days for me; totally lost for three of them, owing 
to ball-point maps whose artistry in no way com-
pensated for their inaccuracy. The mule, which 
had proved intractable even on the familiar inter-
pueblo trails below, was nothing but a liability in 
the mountains; if I had had a gun, I probably 
would have shot at it. I ended up carrying more 
than it did; one Indian, giggling at my efforts, 
motioned that I carry the mule, too. 
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So it was good to speak English, dispense with 
mules, and get down to the business of climbing. 
The purpose of the expedition, which was spon-
sored by a New Zealand Climbing Club, a large 
drug firm, and the Everest Foundation, were 
threefold: 

To carry out, for the drug firm, an ambi-
tious testing program on various medications and 
appliances at high altitude. 

To climb and film unsurveyed and unnamed 
virgin peaks in the area, including the much pub-
licized 18,000-foot Inaccessible Needle, and finally 
the untouched North Ridge of Pumasillo. 

To attempt to clear up some of the topo-
graphical anomalies existing in the absence of any 
adequate surveys of this section of the Andes. 

By the end of June, we had ascended all our big 
objectives except Pumasillo. We had filmed the 
first ascent of the Inaccessible Needle and 
renamed it Torayoc, and we made successful 
climbs on ten other peaks. These included a first 
ascent of the rather formidable North Face of 
18,500-foot Mellizos. We felt ready for an all-out 
attempt on Pumasillo. 

There are known accounts of only six expedi-
tions into this region, and none were based on our 
northern side. The remoteness demands major 
organization and commitment, for removal of an 
injured climber would probably take over a week 
to the nearest rail or road. The first expedition, 
a British party in 1956 led by George Band, estab-
lished the correct location of Pumasillo, but failed 
to climb it. As a result of their exploratory efforts, 
another British expedition led by Simon Clark set 
out late in 1957 from Cambridge University, and 
successfully ascended the West Ridge. Their book, 
"The Puma's Claw" attracted some attention to 
the range, and brought Swiss, American, Japa-
nese, and New Zealand expeditions to the area. 
However, Pumasillo has yielded only twice more, 
each time by the West Ridge, to the Swiss in 1959, 
and to the New .Zealanders in 1962. 

The North Ridge is peculiar for a number of 
reasons. First, it is very long. There are probably 
two miles of exposed ice climbing involved. Sec-
ond, it is almost horizontal, almost all the height 
being gained by climbing out of the enormous 
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basin between the Mellizos and Mitre — one steps 
onto the ridge proper at something close to 20,000 
feet. The British expedition looking down it, or 
rather along it, from the summit, described the 
route, with less than usual understatement, as 
"narrow, broken.. . displaying an alarming num-
ber of impenetrable obstructions ... " They con-
cluded that there was "no chance of a route there 
... it appears impregnable." Peter Farrell, the 
intrepid lone conqueror of Sacsarayoc, had also 
stood on the summit of Pumasillo in 1962, and 
looked down the Northern approach. He later 
commented very dryly about it in New Zealand, 
and perhaps we should have taken his reserved 
"well, it might go" as a warning. 

We started packing loads up the glacier to the 
north at the end of June. The basin above this 
glacier ends in a major obstacle, a huge hanging 
ice wall, several thousand yards across. No one 
had been to it before. Paradoxically also, this 
basin was a suntrap. The Andes are famed for 
their contrasts. Steaming Amazonian jungle gives 
way in less than an eye-span to perennial ice. 
The north-facing slopes get all the sun, even in 
midwinter. Though conditions are excellent in the 
early hours, by noon the sun has begun to knife 
into the cornices, carving tons of rubble off the 
ridges. At first, in the morning, you welcome the 
daylight, the warmth a respite from the subzero 
nights, but the heat soon becomes hostile and 
merciless, transforming the approaches into a 
great white desert. 

Down each side of the ice wall run two ava-
lanche fans, brown and noisy where the ice has 
totally disappeared. The enormous blocks at the 
foot would tell their own story, but you only have 
to listen. Threading a route from side to side, 
avoiding the biggest crevasses, took two days and 
landed us at the foot of the ice wall. We estab-
lished a relatively safe camp there, our second 
stage away from Base. The way lay upward 
through the wall and its hanging weaponry to a 
third and final camp at around 19,000 feet under 
the nose of the ridge. But reaching this last camp 
posed problems. Packing up this wall was risky, 
not only because of the continual bombing, but 
also because of the obvious dangers of heavy packs 



The exposure was continual on the North Ridge of Pumasillo. 

on such steep and dubious footing. Pitons to which 
we attached the fixed ropes were seldom trust-
worthy for more than half an hour, once the sun 
got to them. In order to supply the top camp with 
enough gear to sustain an attempt by two parties 
of two, it would be necessary to expose each mem-
ber of the expedition to the wall several times. So 
we decided to cut down on the high camp: only 
one pair would attempt the climb; there would be 
two tents at the top, with food for two days for 
four people. At the first sign of bad weather, we 
would come down immediately. A somewhat ten-
uous plan, but the only one at that stage, since I 
had two weeks left before I had to return to the 
States, and Ken wanted to make full use of the 
pairs while we were in the successful groove. 

As the climb materialized, there was only one 
way up the wall. A monstrous overhanging tower 
hung posed over the avalanche gulley — this was 
our marker, and, of course, we named it Eiffel. 
We had to ascend from beneath it, through other 
smaller seracs, until some very steep and crumbly 
pitches brought us to easier neve. Working then 
around the crevasses, piled extraordinarily 
almost on top of one another, we suddenly 
emerged, like fish being landed, on a perfectly flat  

neve the size of a football field, under the shoulder 
of the North Ridge. It was an exhausting ordeal, 
packing supplies for the three camps. We estab-
lished the uppermost camp in very cold weather, 
without incident. Looking ahead, an hour on front 
points should see us on the ridge. Bob McKerrow 
and I were the ridge rope, while Ken McNatty and 
Paul Green were coming up the next day to the 
top camp in case of any trouble. 

We had been a bit worried about our feet. Some 
of us were suffering frostnipped toes, and feet 
stops were becoming more frequent. That seduc-
tively deceptive cessation of feeling from blistered 
toes is, and probably always will be, a problem in 
high-altitude climbing. Does one stop, and par-
tially rewarm (No! say the books.) or continue 
on until the end of the day when one can hope to 
do a proper job? We did, as usual, a bit of both. 
Fortunately, I have yet to be stopped by frostbite, 
and have my own smug theories on circulatory 
efficiency, based on past experience. However, 
it was unnerving to wake in the early morn-
ing cold, to hear sounds of frustration and pain 
over frozen feet. 

The North Ridge was the fiercest thing either of 
us had ever seen. It started easily: a thousand feet 
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of front-point work onto a wide snow shoulder, 
from which a summit sprouted in hard ice. We 
got up this, hoping to see Pumasillo beyond, but 
another large peak, broken by schrunds, stood 
between us and the last section. Impatient, we 
belayed laboriously along the rickety crest 
towards the peak, often forced out onto the 
apocryphal faces. After some awkward gymnas-
tics through overhangs, we gained the second 
summit, and some rest from the exposure. 

The view of the final ridge was unbelievable, 
even for the Andes. About a quarter of a mile of 
horizontal rubbish lay between us and the final 
tortured convolutions of ice and rock which com-
prise the Puma's Claw. Never wide enough to be 
safe, the ridge led like some crazy frozen tight-
rope into the summit pinnacles, through which it 
was not easy to perceive the vestiges of a route. 
One reads so many accounts of barriers, and im-
possible obstacles that have confronted climbers 
whose judgment has become overloaded by appre-
hension in their own purely temporal and subjec-
tive states, and more than once I have found what 
was deemed thus, in fact eminently climbable. So 
suffice it to say that this view knocked most of the 
wind from our sails. The elation at having made 
the last two sections to our middle summit was 
drained, as we pussyfooted along the rotten ice in 
search of some stable belay sites. The exposure 
was continual. Down the west face, flutings of 
steely blue ice swept soundlessly five thousand feet 
to the moraine. Not more than six feet away, the 
east face hissed with avalanches of soft snow 
pouring down six thousand feet to the upper neves 
of the eastern basin. The belays were at best in-
adequate, though it was still quite early in the day. 

Eventually we made it to a small ice pillar which 
we surmounted. Leaving the rope on one side, in 
an illusion of protection, I began to make some 
steps down the other side. Upon reaching the edge, 
I could see nothing. The ridge dropped down for 
maybe seventy feet into a tiny notch. Even if we 
could descend safely, a return would have required 
prusiking, and a rappel anchor would not hold 
that long. The pillar apparently was overhung on 
all sides except the one we had just climbed. In the 
hope of finding some way to the notch, going back 
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and traversing either face would have been one 
answer. The exposure, the gigantic, poised cor-
nices, what was ahead, and what already lay 
behind, solved our dilemma. Once there is no 
desire to go on, the drive is lost, and prudence 
must win. Honesty between ropemates is perhaps 
a most important factor. However, at the time 
there seemed no other course but retreat. Yet one 
still thinks about it. That is the price of failure. 

Another, more tangible, price resulted from 
my having spent a greater part of the day with-
out goggles in order to see more clearly — I was 
entirely snowblind for the next three days — an 
agonizing combination of mucus secretion, pain, 
and light sensitivity. This necessitated a rather 
ignominious retreat down the wall and glacier. 
It was a great relief to get back to Base Camp 
and enjoy a radio, butter, fresh potatoes and fruit 
cake, and to lie lazily in the sack without any 
sense of urgency. 

Of course, Pumasillo was not the expedition's 
only objective. Actually, we left Peru with 20 
peaks climbed by 28 routes, eleven of them first 
ascents. In exploration of the more remote valleys 
to the east, we discovered a new Inca Road, 
another link to the enigmatic saga of their final 
retreat. Movies, and a detailed medical report 
documented the other research. But naturally, we 
have often thought since of the implications of 
retreat. This account of the Pumasillo climb may 
have the flavor of a simple apology. But regard-
less of how difficult it is to present a cogent dis-
cussion of reasons for retreat, attitudes and events 
surrounding just this subject are crucial in great-
er mountaineering. It is a thin line indeed that 
separates achievement from folly in the climbers' 
dimension, and it is hard even for climbers to dis-
cern the exact point where prudence departs from 
ambition, since both of these last are highly rele-
vant to any difficult ascent, and not easily recon-
ciled. As quoted in Harrer's "The White Spider," 
Von Allmen's remark to the effect that when he 
sees a climber rope up for a sixth-grade climb, he 
wonders what is wrong with the young man, 
raises some interesting questions. The climbing 
paradigm is a straight 3 x 1 matrix, Success, Fall, 
or Retreat. The psychology of retreat is by far the 



A love-hate relationship developed between the author and his mule as he tried to catch up with the main group 

on the way into Base Camp. 

Threading a route through the crevasses on Pumasillo Glacier. 
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Mellizos 

from "Murder Mile." 

most complex, for the psychology of a fall, i.e. the 
ultimate fall, is generally non-existent, whereas 
success is pretty simple. The military always had 
some difficulty in differentiating between a "stra-
tegic withdrawal" and plain retreat. In this con-
text, on Pumasillo it is inevitably an interesting 
question for personal and private conclusion. One 
wonders what others would have done, or may do, 
in the same position. Fancifully rationalizing 
afterwards, we surmised that Terray might have 
turned back, though I am not sure if he ever 
turned back off anything! Buhl, however, would 
have found a way around, and, faced with a doubt-
ful companion, would have untied the rope, given 
it and half the chocolate to the companion, and 
started off towards the summit with the remark 
"see you back at the tent in two days." 
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Success is perhaps a relative thing. Safe return 
is certainly greater to be appreciated, and there 
is always time to ponder over the whys and where-
fores. The complement of return is, of course, 
unimaginable, being beyond experience. There is 
no doubt that, when on the mountain, to continue 
seemed totally unjustifiable. There also is no doubt 
that, when back in armchair security, one won-
ders. It is this kind of paradox that has main-
tained the intellectual curiosity of climbers. 

The psychology of retreat is indeed fascinating. 
Both of us who had been on the ridge recorded 
somewhat contemptuous images of the peak. A 
machine gun barrel that burst, or a marshmallow 
on a fork? Actually it probably looks most like a 
factory chimney after a snowstorm. But it still 
remains an unusual but very definite challenge. 



The author receives first aid at Camp II for snowblindness. 
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The dusty, friendly Indian train. 

Natives sell food to passengers at frequent 

stops on the train ride to Macchu Picchu. 
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The ascent was made along the Northwest 
Ridge (No. 4) and descent by the North 
Cleaver (No. 2). 
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A Fall 

Mount Adams, at 12,307 feet is the third high-
est peak among the volcanoes of the High Cas-
cades of Washington, Oregon and California. It is 
surpassed only by Mt. Rainier and Mt. Shasta. 

Three of us in the Department of Geology at 
the University of Washington decided on an 
autumn ascent of Mt. Adams last year. Driqing 
south and east from Seattle on a late October 
weekend, we caught a magnificent view of Mt. 
Rainier; from Randle onward Mt. Adams loomed 
before us, beautiful with its new winter snow. We 
parked at Takhlakh Meadow (4719') on the 
northwest side of the mountain. 

At sunset Bruce Barrus, Bob Stull and I headed 
up the trail along the Middle Fork of Adams 
Creek. The creek soon had ice on little pools, and 
then patches of firm snow appeared. After three 
miles of gentle ascent we reached the Cascade 
Crest Trail. Darkness had overcome daylight, and 
moonlight touched only the top of Mt. Adams. It 
was the crown on a splendid queen looming in the 
black of night, but surrounded by stars and a few 
planets. The heavenly host and the snow negated 
the need for flashlights. 

Hiking south on the Cascade Crest Trail for a 
short distance, we then turned southeast toward 
the mountain. At almost timberline, perhaps a bit 
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below 6000', we found some relatively level snow 
by a rushing ice-fringed stream. The full moon 
appeared over a ridge as we set up tents, and it 
was bright as day as we cooked suppe7? 

When we arose at 4 a.m. the moon was still up 
and the temperature was 15° as we took off. We 
ascended in a southerly direction below the ter-
minus of the Adams Glacier. Crossing many 
moraines we gained a small, steep snowfield just 
to the south of the Adams Glacier. Just before 
dawn there were many spectacular meteors in the 
eastern sky. The sun touched the summit of Mt. 
Rainier, 45 miles north, and Mt. St. Helens, 30 
miles west; but being on the Northwest Ridge of 
Mt. Adams, we were in shade until about noon. 

The standard route up the Northwest Ridge is 
on the southwest side of the ridge to about 10,000', 
but we remained on the northeast side of the 
ridge, always above the cirque wall on the south 
side of the huge Adams Glacier. The prevailing 
westerly wind increased in velocity as we 
ascended the fortress. Although the new snow 
was generally of good consistency, in places it was 
deep powder; in other places there was none, only 
last year's solid glare ice. Bruce led admirably, 
especially where only a thin veneer of powder 
covered the ice. 



Climb of Mt. Adams 
by Robert J. Carson 

The wind was unbelievably strong, frequently 
gusting to hurricane force and the blowing snow 
stung our faces. Sometimes the wind contained 
volcanic debris which was even worse than the 
snow with ice particles. Often we had to stop in 
the lee of a rock and wait out a gust. This gave 
us a chance to catch our breath, but we couldn't 
stop long because of the cold. 

In places the snow and ice slope increased to 
600. The snow was not particularly stable; for-
tunately no one fell. The Northwest Ridge ends 
in a relatively gentle slope ( about 25°) leading to 
the West Peak. The last pinnacle on the ridge is 
at about 10,500'; from there upward we felt the 
full force of the wind. The rope was constantly 
catching on small spears of ice sticking up from 
the frozen surface. As I gained the crest of the 
West Peak, the main or east summit looked rather 
distant. It was impossible to move upwind; going 
downwind we had to run. Usually we were going 
at some angle to the wind; sometimes we were 
knocked over, despite bracing with our ice axes. 

Halfway from the West Peak to the saddle there 
was a huge crevasse to be crossed on a large snow-
bridge. Passing the saddle, we started up the long 
gentle (15°) slope to our goal. During the ascent  

some high clouds had appeared, but visibility was 
still excellent. To the south Mt. Hood (60 miles 
away) and Mt. Jefferson (110 miles away) domi-
nated the skyline. On the summit (reached at 2 
p.m.) were the remnants of on old wood struc-
ture buried in snow. 

Going down the Northwest Ridge seemed sui-
cidal considering the steep slope and high winds, 
so we headed for the North Cleaver, expecting a 
shorter and easier return. The full force of the 
wind, however, was sweeping across that cleaver, 
a knife-edge between the cirque walls of the 
Adams Glacier and the Lava Glacier. When pin-
nacles obstructed the knife-edge, we used the steep 
snow slope between the pinnacles and the Lava 
Glacier cirque wall. In a few places it was even 
possible to glissade. 

Finally, the ridge with its loose rock and steep 
snow broadened and we no longer had to worry 
about being swept off when a wind blast caught 
us. As we approached timberline the wind's fe-
rocity diminished and we were relieved to see 
that our tents had not blown away. Back in the 
safety of our camp, the expected front with its 
precipitation arrived as night approached, and 
we caught a last glimpse of Mt. Adams in the 
evening light. 
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Mt. Adams from the northwest; the ascent was by the Northwest Ridge, the snowy ridge almost on the right skyline; 

the West Peak is at the top of the Northwest Ridge; the Adams Glacier is to the left of the Northwest Ridge. 

The routes from near timberline on the northwest side of Mt. Adams. The ascent was by the Northwest Ridge, nearly 

on the right skyline; the descent was by the North Cleaver, nearly on the left skyline. Photos by Robert J. Carson 
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One side of the huge crevasse near the West Peak; note the ice particles being blown by gale-force winds. 

Photo by Bruce Barrus 

Bruce Barrus, leading, and Bob Stull gaining the main summit of Mt. Adams. Photo by Robert J. Carson 
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HIGH ALTITUDE CIN1 

When planning an expedition, one question 
sooner or later is broached, namely, "Shall we 
try to make a movie film of our ascent?" While 
most climbers will agree that a film record is 
highly desirable, economic or technical difficulties 
nearly always prevent filming from taking place. 
This is unfortunate for more mountain and climb-
ing films could be 'made if knowledge of the 
subject were readily available. 

In 1966, on the first ascent of Alpamayo 
(20,100') from the north side (British Andean 
Expedition 1966) , our expedition filmed the whole 
undertaking from the foothills to the summit of 
the mountain. Our group included Ned Kelly, a 
television executive and film producer who acted 
as film cameraman. Our film of the climb, "The 
Magnificent Mountain," won the Mario Bello 
Trophy at the 1967 Trento Film Festival. 

The subject of mountain cinematography is a 
highly specialized art with few climbers well-
versed in motion picture production. Little pub-
lished information exists to guide the would-be 
climbing cameraman, but if planning to make a 
film of a high mountain expedition two articles 
will be found helpful. Tom Stobart's piece on the 
making of the 1953 British Mount Everest Film 
in the Journal of The British Kinematograph 
Society 1954, and Norman Dyhrenfurth's chapter 
in "Americans on Everest." 

Unfortunately a movie film is always a gamble 
since the end result can be useless despite every 
precaution. Weather difficulties, affected film stock 
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or camera faults can ruin the best preparations. 
This is why it is difficult to get commercial back-
ing for climbing and mountain filming. On the 
other hand, there is an increasing demand for 
successful films and what was not worthwhile 
ten years ago is often economically viable in vari-
ous forms today. This market will continue to 
grow and climbing expeditions in the years ahead 
may be able to rely heavily on filming contracts 
to make up their vital finances. 

Finance and experience will usually dictate the 
type of filming attempted. If ambition doesn't 
go further than a film for private use it is possible 
to bring back some reasonable shots on 8mm. 
black-and-white or color film. This will usually be 
incomplete and unless the party includes an 
experienced cameraman, will show the amateurish 
nature of the film. However, it will still be worth-
while and provide great pleasure to those who 
took part. 

Filming with an eye to attaining professional 
and commercial standard is, of course, an entirely 
different matter. The expedition planning an 
ascent to be filmed will have to give tjie under-
taking equal priority with any other activity. 

At the time of writing it is still best to work 
in 16mm. for the finest results. Very promising 
experiments have been carried out with 8mm. for 
enlargement but the 16mm. format and equip-
ment is still de rigueur for quality filming on 
mountains. It will be found nearly as economic 
in the long run to shoot color as black-and-white 



FILMING 
by Dennis D. Gray 

Expedition filming 
at 19,000 feet in the Cordillera 

Blanca, Peru. 

Photo by Dennis D. Gray 

for the biggest expense in filming is incurred on 
top of film costs such as transportation, editing, 
processing, etc. When budgeting for film stock it 
is important to remember that wastage is always 
high. Most professionals think nothing of aban-
doning three or four feet for every foot used. 

It must be realized that the psychological prob-
lems of high-standard filming are as great as any 
an expedition is likely to encounter. Especially is  

this so for those engaged in the actual filming: 
the job of cameraman is the most tiresome that 
any expedition member can undertake. Covering 
the same ground many times is bad enough for 
all concerned, but the more so for the poor 
cameraman who begins to feel very responsible 
for all the extra work. He must have whole-
hearted support, otherwise his work will suffer. 
The difficult tasks he has to perform — perhaps in 
the cramped surroundings of a tent filled with 
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other bodies needs real dedication. For instance, 
uncleaned lenses each night could soon ruin the 
final result. 

A point which cannot be too strongly empha-
sized is that all expedition members should have a 
grasp of what filming will entail before the under-
taking commences. To decide on a film commit-
ment and not to realize that it needs one hundred 
percent cooperation from all members is to guar-
antee failure. It is not an exaggeration to state 
that filming on a high mountain doubles the work 
involved: fixed rope will be essential on all diffi-
cult ground to insure safety, to give good camera 
positions and to enable cameras, tripod, film, etc., 
to go really high. 

Sometimes the filming group will be left far in 
the rear and then the rest of the party must be 
prepared to wait for them to catch up. A lung-
bursting summit dash will be of no use since the 
cameraman must be there if the film is to have a 
logical conclusion. 

Before starting to shoot expedition film the per-
son responsible should have given careful thought 
to planning his work. A scenario-shooting script, 
however rough, should be put down on paper. This 
must not be too rigid or inflexible since no one 
can foretell the sum total of events of any climb, 
but at least the script should serve as an outline 
or overall plan. If commercial application will be 
made of the film it is important to have continuity. 
This is a MUST for the finished product. With-
out this requirement the film will fall flat. 

To achieve this essential continuity it is best to 
have a large number of cut-away shots. This is 
especially true on climbing sequences and by tak-
ing this precaution it will be possible to cover 
gaps that may occur later on. In the early days 
of an expedition, during the approach and on local 
interest visits, a good method is to attempt a num-
ber of self-contained stories. These should only 
be of a couple minutes' duration and then they can 
be used or discarded from the final production 
without ruining continuity. 

This kind of planning for expedition filming 
ensures that a film of some value and interest is 
produced even if the main objective of reaching 
the summit is foiled due to bad weather, illness, 
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etc. The tendency is always to squander film early 
in an expedition or climb. Careful allocation of 
the available film stock is necessary to ensure that 
enough film is available for the important later 
stages of an ascent. Logically, the film will end 
shortly after the summit is reached or the expedi-
tion finalized. Too soon would be disastrous. 

To the would-be cameraman who has little pre-
vious experience except perhaps amateur 8mm. 
work the following may prove helpful: 

Besides pre-budgeting, a script and continuity, 
the most important single thing in camera opera-
tion is never to move the camera without good 
reason. Unmotivated panning is the most common 
amateur fault. On high mountains the camera 
should be used in unison with a tripod if humanly 
possible; this is because of the difficulty of hold-
ing a camera firmly in the cold and rarified atmos-
phere. If this is not possible it is a good idea to 
have a clamp which fits onto the head of an ice 
axe. This, of course, means that the cameraman 
is deprived of his third leg! 

Hand-held shots will be necessary on difficult 
climbing ground. Pistol grip butts will enable you 
to hold the camera steadier and are worth having 
fitted. Fixed ropes are a must for filming on high-
standard climbing; both hands are needed to 
manipulate a movie camera and the cameraman 
will need all the modern aids such as Jumars, 
sling seats, etc. His aides will need to be extremely 
competent and watchful of their charge. The 
cameraman must be able to concentrate com-
pletely on the world through his camera lens and 
forget his own physical situation. The cameraman 
will have to hold his breath while actually filming 
and this, for more than ten seconds at a time at 
a height of twenty thousand feet, is a serious 
problem. The possibility of fatigue and collapse 
is real so the cameraman must have firm belays 
and readily available assistance. 

A tape recorder is a desirable piece of filming 
equipment. It is impossible to recapture fully the 
sound backing for a film after the event. Actual 
on-the-spot recordings are very worthwhile and 
even a minimal of locality noise is better than 
none at all. 

It may be useful to detail the equipment and 



stock used.  in the making of "The Magnificent 
Mountain" on Alpamayo. Much of the technical 
data and ideas are Ned Kelly's and to him I am 
indebted for their presentation here. It is not sug-
gested that our equipment was ideal but it was 
utilitarian and worked to give satisfactory results. 
Cameras 

Bell and Howell 70D 16mm. non-reflex three-
lens turret. 

Bell and Howell 70H 16mm. non-reflex three-
lens turret. (Spare, never used.) 

Bell and Howell '200' 16mm. non-reflex two-
lens turret. 
Remarks: A. This camera was winterized and 
functioned smoothly. It had seen seven years of 
hard use in television before being loaned for the 
expedition. C. Bought in a New York discount 
store and not winterized. The original expedition 
'200' camera which had been winterized behaved 
faulty and luckily this camera was along as a 
spare. 
Lenses 

Focusing lenses that were all interchangeable 
between the various cameras included 10mm., 
15mm., 25mm., 50mm., 150mm. 

Wratten 80 Filters were used for the above. 
Remarks: A. Changing viewfinders every time a 
lens had to be changed to another camera proved 
a tiring business. With the 150mm. lens on the 
camera no other lens could be used as the 150mm. 
came into the frame. 
B. No ultra-violet filters are necessary using these 
conversion filters. 
Film Stock 

4000 feet of Kodak Ektachrome Commercial 
Type 7255 in 100-foot daylight loading spools. 

1100 feet as above in pre-packed 50-foot 
magazines. 
Remarks: A. Type 7255 negative artificial light 
film requires conversion filter for use in daylight. 
4000 feet of film weighed approximately 20 lbs. 
B. Magazines gave a lot of trouble. Footage count-
ers failed to operate and mechanisms behaved 
badly in cold weather, tending to run slowly. Keep 
them warm! In sleeping bags, etc. 

In high altitude filming above 20,000', consid-
eration should be given to having film especially  

prepared to avoid the problem of brittleness. This 
is true of any cold weather filming and the film 
is probably then best especially prepared by the 
manufacturer to the climbing expedition's 
requirement. 

In our film, "The Magnificent Mountain," 2000 
feet was used out of a total of 5100 feet of film 
shot with a running time of 55 minutes. 
Tripod 
A. Lightweight metal tripod with lightweight 
Miller Head — winterized. 
Remarks: The Miller Head gave excellent per-
formance even after being buried in several feet 
of snow and ice for a nunaber of days. 
Exposure Meter 
A. Two Weston Master Mark V. 
Remarks: Excellent performance using incident 
light readings throughout! 
Tape Recorder 

Uher 4000 Report L and microphone. 
5" x 5" tapes and 40 U2 batteries. 

Remarks: We chose this machine because, though 
not light (weight 101/2  lbs.) , it accepted flashlight 
batteries. It functioned well but life of U2 batter-
ies is short at low temperatures. 
Miscellaneous 

One cannot have too many heavy gauge and 
lightweight plastic bags. We had some made with 
drawstrings especially for cameras and lenses. 
Special clamps were used on ice axes to hold movie 
cameras. Pistol grips for cameras are worthwhile 
attachments for hand shooting and they can fit 
into piton hammer holsters when climbing, 
attached as normal to waist. 
Conclusion 

I hope the above serves as a guide to some expe-
dition party in the future. Specialized equipment, 
filming techniques, practical know-how, budget-
ing, economics, etc., sounds complicated, makes for 
dull reading, and overwhelms most of the climb-
ing fraternity. However, cinematography can 
give increased enjoyment and add another dimen-
sion to the world of mountains. The mountains 
have more glamour than any film factory has ever 
captured in their myriad productions. Trying to 
capture this beauty on film is as exciting in actu-
ality as climbing the peaks themselves. 
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Above: Pete Carmen on crux pitch — the second overhang above Windowsill. 

Right: Monster Tower and Washerwoman Arch. 

Far Right: John Horn starts prusik up The Chimney. 

e to 5i Wash.,, 
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Washerwoman Arch is one of three pinnacles 
near the southeast side of a plateau between the 
Green and Colorado rivers in Utah. A beautiful 
red sandstone spire about four-hundred feet high, 

mse ire ing clothes with her arms plunged to the elbow 
see the form of a lady in a long dress busily wash-
its name is apt since an imagining eye can easily 

in the washtub. An arch is formed below her fore-
arms at the edge of the tub and is about 150 feet 
high. 

Pete Carmen, my brother John, and I left Jack- 
by Rick Horn son, Wyoming on April 17, 1967. We approached 
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Shadows on the desert floor of Monster Tower and the Washerwoman. 

John and Pete preparing to dine on the summit of Washerwoman. 
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from page 19 

from the east, arriving and making camp by late 
evening the next day. Warmed by a cheerful fire, 
we cooked supper and soon fell asleep in a sandy 
wash which trapped the warm night air and the 
desert's silence. 

Late next morning we scrambled to the saddle 
and worked our way down and across to a point 
below a big chimney directly under the arch 
(Window) where we climbed up about a hundred 
feet to the right of the chimney and traversed 
back toward it by squeezing behind a small flake. 
We roped up on an excellent ledge strewn with 
loose rock, and I worked my way up toward the 
chimney, finding a neat little crack for a 3A-inch 
angle. After tapping the piton, I realized the crack 
was opening. It was formed by a huge flake twenty 
feet high and eight inches thick leaning precari-
ously against the wall supported on a ledge by a 
slim margin of an inch or so. The flake could cer-
tainly wipe out Pete and John and probably me. 
Frightened, I climbed farther and found less dan-
gerous .protection. Continuously knocking down 
loose rock I finally got into the chimney. Pete led 
the first pitch up the chimney. It went free. 

We reached a ledge about thirty feet below the 
large chockstone jutting out over the chimney. 
Below it are smaller stones wedged at various 
angles. I climbed this pitch with hesitation and 
fear of dislodging the blocks, and belayed atop 
one block which leaned out. Above is a slot about 
five feet wide with a vertical crack in a right 
angle corner where we tried to place pitons for 
aid. We placed three bolts. From the top bolt, John 
removed his hardware sling, slung it over his 
head, and after several attempts it lodged above. 
Distributing his weight between this and the bolt 
he was able to reach the top of the huge chock-
stone — a comfortable ledge where we left some 
water and some gear. We placed bolts for rappel 
anchors and descended. 

Next morning we reached our previous position 
in two hours. The Windowsill is a spectacular 
place. A direct route to the summit would be a 
nightmare of overhanging cracks and extremely 
rotten rock. On the other hand we were con- 

fronted by a smooth face with no cracks. 
Pete explored a crack to the left of the smooth 

face. Two overhangs imposed. The pitch looked 
exposed, frightening and unlikely. A hundred and 
fifty feet above, the frail sandstone bridge arched 
against the sky. 

Finding the crack too wide for wooden wedges, 
he made two or three free maneuvers with a 
wedge for protection, and used several aid pitons 
to reach the first overhang. A traverse to the left 
on an ice piton put him below the second over-
hang. Leaning backward into space he placed a 
piton. Only his feet were visible before he dis-
appeared. He called down that the end of the pitch 
was near. After signals for slack, he reappeared. 

Racing now against a setting sun and for the 
summit, I clambered up beside my brother and 
suddenly discovered we were on a knife-edge. Two 
pitons for aid were necessary to reach the ledge 
atop the arch. This is a comfortable flat ledge. I 
was aware that I was standing on a sandstone 
bridge — an unforgettable place. I imagined a 
trembling in the rock as if there was life within 
it. Such an impressive structure of nature! So 
high and so delicate. 

The summit pitch necessitated climbing up the 
center of the face to the top of Washerwoman's 
head. Here I used five pitons for protection and 
three bolts to cross a blank section. John and Pete 
were soon with me on the summit. We left a reg-
ister and hastily dined on nuts, salami and V-8 
juice. 

The shadow of Washerwoman had lengthened 
out far across the incredible wind eroded desert. 
In shadow to the west we could see the edge of 
the fantastic plateau with its scalloped walls. 
Here are amphitheaters with unbelievable vege-
tation and even scant signs of water at the base 
of cliffs. The desert is one of the strangest and 
most beautiful places I have experienced. 

We coiled our ropes, gathered our gear, and 
organized our packs. The descent was partially in 
darkness. One rappel to the top of the arch and 
two scarry rappels returned us to the Windowsill. 
Four more rappels and we were on earth once 
more. With quiet joy we hiked in moonlight back 
to camp. 
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The sign at 
the beginning of the Chilkoot Trail 
in Alaska. 

t5e. 
evik tirod 

By Tony Nieberl 

Stories of the Gold Rush fascinated me during 
my boyhood in Hungary, and I can remember 
poring over Jack London's stories of the myste-
rious North. Two World Wars later, now an 
American citizen, I was equally fascinated by 
Pierre Berton's "Klondike Fever" and his retell-
ing of the day in August, 1896, when George 
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Carmack hit gold on Rabbit Creek in the Yukon. 
Carmack's discovery triggered the most turbulent 
gold rush in human history, with a hundred 
thousand gold-seekers starting on a mad stam-
pede. Many routes were used, but none was so 
symbolic of the Klondike as Chilkoot Pass. This 
small gap at 3,550 feet, in the Coast Mountains, 



offered the most direct route to the headwaters 
of the Yukon. 

The smoldering fire of my interest in the Gold 
Rush was rekindled by an auto trip through Alas-
ka in which I had plenty of hiking and picture-
hunting. Then in May, 1966, my wife and I learned 
that the '98er Trail over Chilkoot Pass can be 
hiked. With our imaginations ignited, we two rag-
tag dreamers dropped into Skagway at the end of 
June, looking for information about the Chilkoot 
Pass Trail. Advised to look up Barbara in "The 
Photo Shop," we found a smiling woman who 
proved to be an excellent source of information 
since she herself had hiked the Trail and was 
further able to provide us with a concise guide 
folder. "How happy can you get ?" we wondered to 
ourselves. 

A cab soon rushed us over to the Taiya River 
where we unloaded our packs.  and were ready to 
start retracing the steps of the '98ers. On the west 
side of the inlet lies Taiya Flats and an old ceme-
tery. Weathered headstones told us of the stam-
peders who did not make it. Farther down the 
Flats stands a building or two, where once Dyea 
stood with a population which mushroomed to ten 
thousand in 1897 from a previous figure of two 
hundred fifty Chilkoots and four white men. 

At the bridge over the Taiya a Department of 
Natural Resources trail marker told us what lay 
ahead: Canyon City Shelter, Sheep Camp Shelter, 
Chilkoot Pass, Lake Lindeman. As we set off, the 
going was at first easy. At 4.4 miles we passed 
"Finnegan's Point." Then at 7.8 miles we had a 
pleasant surprise: the generously-built Canyon 
City Shelter with outdoor tables and fireplaces at 
the river. We stayed overnight and felt very much 
at home. The next morning we also crossed the 
Taiya River for a side-trip to the ruins of the old 
Canyon City site. We found remnants of the 
stampeders' wagons, ruins of buildings, utensils, 
hardware, and the like. It was a way station in 
'98, now rapidly being covered with a second-
growth alder forest. 

On returning to the Trail, we found it passed 
over a steep ascent to Camp Pleasant. Soon after, 
the trail climbed another thousand feet to Sheep 
Camp ( at 13 miles) where we found another  

shelter as well built and as generously stocked 
with firewood and other useful items as had been 
the first one. This shelter is surrounded by scat-
tered trees, with a noisy creek on its west side. We 
found the ruins of several original log structures 
quite near the shelter. We could look up at the 
six-thousand-foot-high ice-capped ridges which 
flanked the canyon. Writers of gold rush days 
have described Sheep Camp as a collection of log 
buildings along a narrow, crooked street. This 
spot, too, was a way station of fifteen hundred 
people, with tents, shacks and cabins, and fifteen 
hotels, bars, restaurants. 

Soon after leaving Sheep Camp we found that 
the forest and also the Trail petered out. We began 
hiking on the boulders along the creek in the 
canyon. At fifteen miles we passed "Stone House," 
two huge slabs of rock, one leaning against the 
other, offering a welcome resting place for weary 
stampeders. We remembered reading that in Sep-
tember, 1897, a flash flood wiped out a tent town 
here, killing three people, and in April, 1898, an 
avalanche claimed the lives of sixty persons near 
the same spot. 

Just before the final climb to the Pass, we found 
"The Scales," which in gold rush times was a 
terminus teeming with stampeders, tents, storage 
huts, and piles of supplies. Here the final assault 
on the historic Pass started. Many prospective 
goldseekers, after a closer look at the Pass, gave 
up then and there! In '98 there were packers here 
who charged one dollar a pound up to the top of 
the Pass. Most of them carried one hundred 
pounds. According to one record, two people each 
carried three hundred pounds, and one, an Indian, 
made it up with a barrel weighing three hundred 
fifty pounds. Here we could see remains of a tram-
way system which was installed in the spring of 
1898. Some span supports and anchor points could 
be identified. 

From this point, an alternate route, the Petter-
son Trail, lying somewhat east of Chilkoot Pass, 
gives access to the summit. It was used by dog 
sleds and pack animals during the stampede. We 
climbed this route. From the top it offers a 
rewarding view of the Canadian side. It is two 
hundred fifty feet higher than Chilkoot Pass, 
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Looking south over Lindeman Lake on the 98'er Trail. 

Whitened bones near Crater Lake testify to the fact that many animals, as well as men, perished along the Gold 
Rush Trail. 
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Chilkoot Pass from the south. 

The comfortable Canyon City Shelter. 
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Camping amidst the ruins of Lindeman City. 

from page 23 

however, and very steep down the other side. We 
glissaded a considerable length down to a point 
near Crater Lake. ( On a subsequent trip, I hiked 
over the Chilkoot Pass proper which I found to 
be less tiring, with an easy hike down.) 

In the hectic days of '98 at the top of the Pass 
there was a weird, frozen city consisting of tower-
ing piles of supplies, much of it snowed under so 
deeply it could only be found again after the thaw. 
In the Pass, in those days, one pound of firewood 
cost one dollar. A post of the Northwestern 
Mounted Police was stationed in the Pass to main-
tain regulations over the entry and the passage 
of the stampeders. Every person crossing the bor-
der into Canada was required to have with him 
one ton of supplies. Historians say the Canadian 
Mounted Police checked twenty-two thousand per-
sons over the pass in the winter of 1897-98! 

Beyond the summit, on the Canadian side, there 
is a rock crib which can still be seen. It served as 
an anchor for the original tram cable. To the left 
we overlooked Crater Lake, the ice of which was 
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a favored sledge route of the stampeders in their 
surge for the Klondike. 

On the Canadian side we found neither trail nor 
marker. We occasionally came across remnants of 
the old wagon road and with the help of the guide 
provided by Barbara, we had no trouble following 
the landmarks described. It is all an open country 
in the Pass area with neither trees nor brush, only 
lichens and later, heather. We followed the east-
erly shores of Crater Lake. Then we went along 
the creek until about five hundred yards from 
Long Lake, where the trail contours four hundred 
feet up the slope. At this point we began to find 
stunted trees again which we welcomed for our 
night camp. Wagon ruts, wagon parts, sledges, 
skeletons of horses, and more fall-out of earlier 
turbulent days helped to mark the route. 

Gradually the Trail slopes down to the inlet of 
Deep Lake where we found good camping and fire-
wood, and also plenty of evidence of pioneer days. 
At the Deep Lake Inlet we had to ford a hip-deep, 
icy creek, an extremely invigorating experience! 



From there the trail follows the north shore of 
Deep Lake for a half mile. A word of caution here: 
although the map shows the trail as following 
Deep Lake and then the river, don't try this as 
we did. It can't be made. If you watch carefully, 
you find the trail turning left up to a ridge. Even 
there, you can get confused since a patch of alder 
has overgrown the original route. Beyond this 
point, navigation was easy to Lake Lindeman (37 
miles) . At this spot we also saw plenty of relics 
of the days of '98. On the outskirts of this site a 
fenced-in cemetery with some headboards is still 
visible. In its heyday in the winter of '98 Linde-
man City boasted a population of ten thousand. 
It was a bubble which burst when the ice on the 
lake went out on May 26. From there and from 
Lake Bennett more than seven thousand boats 
started on a five-hundred-mile Odyssey down the 
Yukon to the golden land of promise. Today one 
sees the stumps which testify that every tree in 
this area was cut down to build the boats. Besides 
the extensive ruins, there is an old trapper's cabin 
located in the brush a few hundred yards west 
from the mouth of the river. Though it offers some 
shelter, it is more heart-warming than useful. 

From Lindeman City, we forded the river at its 
mouth, and struggled along the lake shore for a 
mile, ascending the ridges that roughly parallel 
the lake and continued about one more mile. At 
this point we were due east of a 2,638-foot peak 
and could spot the White Pass and Yukon Rail-
road tracks at an embankment, about a half mile 
northeast. We cut over to it (Mile 29 of the Chil-
koot Trail, Mile 37.5 of the railroad). 

The going along the lake is no Broadway, and 
the final two miles of this hike can be very rough 
and long. You are on your own with no traces 
of a trail, up and down watercourses, squeezing 
through brush, dodging bogs, crossing lagoons on 
the top of beaver dams to save an hour of agoniz-
ing detour. 

Once we reached the railroad tracks, we had 
three more miles north to Bennett where we could 
board a train for the trip back to Skagway. Reach-
ing Bennett at midday, we two ragtags almost got 
a culture shock in the splendid dining room amidst 
the well-groomed passengers who were on their  

way via railroad between Skagway and White-
horse. 

The Chilkoot Pass Trail should be undertaken 
only as a tribute to and in admiration for the early 
travelers of this historic route. It is rugged hiking. 
However, you can make it to Sheep Camp quite 
easily. Beyond this point you must use your judg-
ment. From the Pass to Lake Lindeman a hiker 
who possesses average orientation should not get 
lost since it is all open country. Only the last two 
miles from Lake Lindeman to the railroad need 
careful navigation. If you want to hike it, perhaps 
you could get the help of a veteran of this trail. 
By all means have a map and a compass. Start 
directly for the crossing of the Pass from Sheep 
Camp, getting an early morning start. Late sum-
mer is the best time of year as the snow is gone 
and the rivers are low. I would suggest you con-
sider starting from Bennett, at 2500 feet, and hike 
down to Dyea. This would be a drastic simplifica-
tion and might give you the same pleasure with 
less expenditure of perspiration. 
MAPS: 

Standard topographical maps of the region are 
obtainable as follows: 

Dyea to Chilkoot Pass: 1. Skagway (C-1) 
Alaska, N5930-W13500/15x22.5, and 2. Skagway 
(B-1) Alaska, N5915-W13500/15x22.5. These 
maps are for sale by the U. S. Geological Survey, 
Bldg. 25, Denver Federal Center, Denver, Colo-
rado 80255, 50 cents each. 

Chilkoot Pass to Bennett: 1. White Pass Sheet, 
1 :50,000, 104M/11 East, and 2. Homan Lake 
Sheet, 1 :50,000, 104M/14 East. These maps are 
for sale by the Geological Survey of Canada, 
Whitehorse, Y. T., or, Map Distribution Center, 
Department of Mines & Technical Surveys, 615 
Booth Street, Ottawa, Ont., at 25 cents each. 
REFERENCES: 

The Chilkoot Trail—A Guide to the Gold 
Rush Trail of '98, an official publication — State 
of Alaska, Div. of Lands, Dept. of Natural 
Resources, 1968. 

The Klondike Fever, Pierre Berton (New 
York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1965) . 

One Man's Gold Rush, Murray Morgan 
(Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1967) . 
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California, or 

or 

Write for our free catalog: 

P.O. Box 121, Riverside, California 

"Lazy Backpacker Brand" 

Open: Mon.- Fri. 10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. 
Sat. 9 a.m. to 4 p.m Closed Sundays 
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Tell your friends about 

SUMMIT 

GO. ..RUN 
TO YOUR LOCAL DOLT DEALER 

DOLTSPIKE* PITON $1.95 to $4.00 

MASTERSPIKE* PITON $8.95 

DOLTPEG* PITON $4.95 to $7.95 

MASTERPEG* PITON $11.95 

YOU GET WHAT YOU PAY FOR 

Forged pitons produced by TDH Manu-

facturing,mechanical products division of 

The DOLT Companies. Sold to your local 

DOLT dealer by DOLTCO, wholesale sales 

division of The DOLT Companies. 

*Trademarks of The DOLT Companies 



SIERRA DESIGNS 

1  Available at Montgomery Ward, Sears Roebuck & 
Co., and all leading sporting goods stores. In 
Canada distributed by Storey Leather. If your 
dealer cannot supply, write direct. 8 oz. jar $2.50 ppd. 

(ALPINE EQUIPMENT) 
4TH & ADDISON STS. 
BERKELEY 
CALIFORNIA 94710 
FREE CATALOG 

PACKGEAR • TENTS • DOWN CLOTHING 

FINEST 
LEATHER CARE 
PRODUCTS MADE 

GENUINE 
7/t

eitmete

® 

Waterproofs • Conditions 
Softens • Preserves 
Protects • Colorless 

MINK 
OIL 

Natural animal oils 
Lasts and lasts 

The instant leather reconditioner and waterproofer for all types of leather. 

7 oz. jar $2.00 ppd. 

Neiuftac. 
SADDLE 
CREAM 

Unsurpassed for leather 
care and preservation. 
Cleans, softens, protects. 
Stops rot, mildew and mold 
in one easy application. 

specialists in backpacking 
and mountaineering equipment 

send for catalog 

SKI HUT 1615 university ave., 
berkeley, calif. 94703 

"I wish some day to make a route and from the summit 
drop a drop of water; and this is where my route will 
have gone. — Emilio Comici 

CHOUINARD 
Box 150, Ventura, California 93001 

— new catalog now available — 

AND SLEEPING BAGS 

 

MERMAC MANUFACTURERS OF OREGON 
P.O. Box 5068 Salem, Oregon 97304 
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The list of tragedies which have 
struck American Mountaineering 
within the past year is longer_and 
sadder with the news that Gary 

Hemming, one of our most remark-
able and outstanding mountaineers, 
took his life in the Tetons in early 
August, 1969. When Gary began 
climbing in San Diego, California 
in the early 1950's, he made week-
ly visits to Tahquitz Rock where 
he made ascents of such difficult 
classics as the Open Book and 
Mechanic's Route. And he did con-
siderable climbing in Yosemite, the 
High Sierra, and in the Tetons. But 
his outstanding achievements were 
to come later, in the crucible of 
some of the greatest climbs in the 
Alps. He went to Europe in the 
early 60's and visited Great Britain 
to sharpen his free climbing ability; 
and he climbed in the Alps, especi-
ally the French Alps. During this 
period he attended the University 
of Grenoble and began a course in 
the Chamonix guide school, which 
he quit rather than shave his 
beard. 
In July, 1962, Gary and Henry 

Kendall became the first Americans 
to climb the Walker Spur of the 
Grandes Jorasses, one of the great 
north faces of the Alps. Later that 
year he discovered and climbed a 
new route on the west face of the 
Petit Dru, one of France's finest 
peaks. This was certainly then the 
hardest rock climb any American 
had done in the Alps, and marked 
the introduction of Yosemite tech-
niques into Europe. 

In 1963, Gary made an even more 
difficult route on the south face of 
the Fou, in company with Tom 
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Frost, John Harlin, and the Scot-
tish climber, Stuart Fulton. 
A few years later he had devel-

oped his ice climbing ability and 
in June, 1966, made astonishing 
solo ascents of the Coutrier Cou-
loir on the Aiguille Verte, and of 
the Triolet north face. 

In August, 1966, Gary became a 
national hero in France by conceiv-
ing and leading a bold rescue of 
two Germans trapped on the regular 
Dru west face route. Gary, with his 
long hair, vagabond clothes and 
unruly ways, became known in 
France as "Le Beatnik," but it 
was a term of affection, not deris-
ion. 

Gary was famous for his violent 
temper, moody disposition, and his 
intensity, yet he was basically a 
kind person and unswervingly loyal 
to his friends. His violatility was 
a result of his sensitivity —he was 
so super-sensitive that he was con-
tinually emersed in Life's tumults 
and passions. Hemming gave off 
life vibrations of a frightening vi-
tality. Here was a man who would 
go all the way. He was one of those 
men of volcanic energy that expand 
the awareness and enrich the lives 
of those around them. A lone, lone-
ly, courageous, unique American 
mountaineer who will not be re-
placed. 

Gary's death, because of his vi-
tality, is peculiarly shocking. One 
feels even a bit angry, for in tak-
ing his own life, he has taken 
something from us, too. It is surely 
a high form of credit to a man that 
his friends feel not pity, but cheat-
ed and angry that he is gone. 

—Royal Robbins 

Italian Accidents 

The Italian Alpine Club said that 
362 people were involved in 216 
falls or other mountain accidents 
last year, 80 being killed, 61 badly 
injured, and 41 slightly. 

— The CLIMBER (England) 

Mountain Shelter 

A hut has been erected in the 
Waddington area, on a site under 
Clan Peak. The hut, known as the 
Plummer Memorial Hut, is a memor-
ial to Winnie and Paul Plummer. 
Material was taken in from Twist 
Lake by helicopter. 

—B.C. Mountaineering Club Newsletter 

East Greenland 

A six-man English expedition is 
presently investigating unexplored 
area in East Greenland. The moun-
tains are difficult to reach because 
of a dense belt of pack ice and 
complicated, h eavily-crevassed 
glaciers. The only party to reach 
them was a British group in 1935. 
The expedition hopes to find a new 
northern approach to the Watkins 
Mountains, climb key peaks in the 
range and do scientific exploration. 
Another British group is in Green-
land to attempt unclimbed peaks in 
the Roosevelt and Benedict ranges. 

—The CLIMBER (En gland) 

Sky Hook 

A large helium-filled balloon has 
been used successfully by an Ore-
gon lumber company to transport 
logs from the cutting site to a land-
ing area. The new big balloon can 
carry 25,000 pounds and eliminates 
the need for timber access road 
construction that causes so much 
erosion on steep hillsides and po-
lution of streams. 

In logging operations the balloon 
can move 600,000 pounds of cut 
timber more than a half mile in a 
day's work. Here at last is the true 
"sky hook" so often dreamed of! 

— MAZAMA 

ecizz,mm ......... 

In Memory of Gary Hemming 



gimekter 
gKI 111110P 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 

9 to 9 

Tel. 603-745-2767 

A friendly, north country store. Authentic 
equipment for mountaineering and back 
packing. Largest selection of dehydrated 
foods in N.H. Distinctive, quality apparel. 
Sierra Designs • Alb Sport • Cmi • 
Chouinard and other out-
standing brand name mer-
chandise. We also cater 
to CAMPERS, FISHERMEN 
& HIKERS 

On Main St. (Center of 'Town) 

NORTH WOODSTOCK, New Hampshire 03262 Come in and browse 

BOOTS 
and 
BAGS 
Outdoor activity starts from the ground up. That's why the 

right boots and the right sleeping bag are so important. We 

know your comfort and well-being demands no compromise 

with quality, so when you need the best, you need Holubar 

. . . the outdoor specialists for over 20 years. Boots from 

$20; bags from $60. 

Send today for the free 1969 
catalog: Dept. ST-9, Box 7, 
Boulder, Colorado 80302. 
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Nepal Mountaineering 
In the spring of 1971, Norman 

Dyhrenfurth and Jimmy Roberts are 
leading an international team of 
climbers in an attempt on the south 
face of Mount Everest. The coun-
tries represented will be the U.S., 
England, Switzerland, Austria, and 
Norway. 

A five-man Swiss expedition suc-
ceeded in placing their leader, 
George Hartmann, another Swiss, 
and a Sherpa on the virgin summit 
of 19,762-foot Tuckuche in Nepal. 
Tom Frost will join a British 

team in an attempt on the South 
Face of Annapurna in 1970. The 
team will be led by Chris Boning-
ton who considers the 12,000-foot 
high south face one of the most 
difficult mountaineering problems 
in the world. 

Cathedral Spires of Alaska 
A three-man California expedition 

composed of Joe Fitschen, Charles 
Raymond, and Royal Robbins spent 
26 days in this wilderness of rock 
and ice described so well by Dave 
Roberts in his article in SUMMIT, 
June, 1968. Camp was on the 
Tatina Glacier. Ascents were made 
of Peak 8,000 (No. 12 in Robert's 
list). Peak 8,100, and South Triple 
Peak. The party was defeated 50 
vertical feet from the summit of 
North Triple Peak. Rain or snow 
fell 25 of their 26 days. 

Mountaineering Journal 
The third issue of ASCENT, the 

mountaineeringjournal of the Sierra 
Club, is now available direct .om 
The Sierra Club, Mills Tower, San 
Francisco, Calif. 94104 for $2.50. 
Published once a year, in June, 
this 48-page issue features high 
quality writing and photography. A 
revi ew of climbing attempts and 
ascents of Mt. Waddington with a 
6-page photo essay, a climb of 
Yerupaja, the highest peak of the 
Cordillera Huayhuash,and an inter-
view with Fritz Weissner, are high-
lights of this outstanding journal. 



the best in outdoor gear! 
Outdoor activity demands reliable and quality 
equipment—take along gear from Alp Sport, Inc. 
Tents, backpacks, sleeping bags and clothing 
from one of America's fastest growing manufac-
turers of outdoor equipment. ALP SPORT, Inc.—
devoted to making the best better. GO RIGHT—
GO LIGHT! For free catalog and name of nearest 
dealer write: 

ALP SPORT, Inc. Dept. 12 • P.O. Box 1081 • Boulder, Colo. 80302 

Piton 
Hammer • Head is forged chrome- 

moly steel, machined, 
tempered and 

Drop forged chrome- Ij sharpened 
moly steel head 

111/4" shaft — 
for extra reach 

Thick-wall, heat treated 
chrome-moly tubing 

Shock absorbing 
rubber grip 

Other sizes and 
weights available 

All CMi products are unconditionally guaranteed against 
breakage for one full year after date of purchase. 

At all better dealers. Write for catalog of rock 
climbers equipment. 

is Curved adz with deep, 
thin chisel point pick 

Easily replaceable 
chrome-moly spike 

Lengths: 20", 24", 32", 
34", 36", 38", 40" 

Aluminum shaft coated 
with epoxy finish 

The perfectly balanced 

25 oz. oz. Rock Climber 

Superb in function and quality 

All Metal 

Ice Axe 

overhand knots to 
(form slipknot!) 

\ 4-6" 

enough for 2 times 
around waist on each 
side - 0 7 feet. 

tadjustable 
leg loops 

letters 

Dear Editor: 

In reference to times past in SUMMIT, 

there was a short article by John Armitage 

in the September 1964 issue about the now 

quite popular Swami Belt. 

Our club publication UP ROPE contains 

a description of a modification on Armi-

tage's basic Swami Belt which many of the 

Washington area climbers have found to be 

very successful. I have used this rig since 

I first tied it in May 1965, with absolutely 

no complaints; and this has included hang-

ing in aid, countless rappels, and even a 

few leader falls. 

The above is an improvement in two 

ways: the wearer can adjust the loops to 

the desired tensions according to needs or 

the amount of clothing he wears and, if it 

is necessary to hang in the belt on tension 

or after a fall, the slip knots allow the 

tension of the webbing to equalize around 

the legs and pelvic area. About 18 to 20 

feet of webbing is needed. 

Tom McCrumm 

Washington, D.C. 

Dear Editor: 

Climbers having ice axes with carabiner 

holes in the head should be interested in 

a recent incident. While practicing crevasse 

rescue techniques, one of my students 

clipped a carabiner and pulley through the 

head of a nearly new axe used as the 

upper anchor point. When the pulley system 

was fully loaded and the "victim" was 

being raised, the head of the axe was 

pulled sideways, snapping the shaft near 

the end of the tang and sending the axe 

head flying for several feet. Fortunately 

the "victim" was secured both by the 

Prusik knot nearer the crevasse and by a 

separate belay so that no injuries resulted. 

Reconstructing the incident a bit later, 

it became obvious that there was tremen-

dous leverage exerted between the axe 

head and the shaft (which was completely 

sunk into fairly hard snow). The broken 

axe was replaced with one on which a 

sling was placed around both the shaft and 

tang of the head, and several more "vic-

tims" were "rescued" without further 

incident. 

John Pollock 

Seattle, Washington 
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930 FORD ST OGDENSBURG N.Y. z 
225 STRATHCONA AV. OTTAWA CANADA, 

SEND 
FOR 
FREE 
CATALOG 

LITE TENTS 
DOWN BAGS 
FOAM MATS 
PACK SACKS 

LOOKING FOR THE BEST? 
THE NEW LIGHTWEIGHT 

CHROME - MOLY CRAMPON 

—COMBINING THE LATEST 

DESIGN FEATURES WITH 

FINE U.S. CRAFTSMANSHIP 

—TESTED BY R.E.I. 

PERSONNEL ON 

THE SLOPES OF 

MT. RAINIER 

17 SIZES: 4 THROUGH 13 

LARGEST PAIR WEIGHS ONLY 1 LB. 1 OZ. 

10 POINTS—FRONT POINTS SLANTED  15.95 

10 POINTS—VERTICAL  15.95 

12 POINTS—FRONT POINTS HORIZONTAL  16.95 

OUTSTANDING QUALITY AT CO-OP PRICES! 

PATRONAGE DIVIDENDS TO MEMBERS 

FREE 68-PAGE COLOR CATALOG ON REQUEST. 

RECREATIONAL EQUIPMENT INC. 
1525 11th Ave. Dept. S, Seattle, Wash. 98122 

Dear Editor: 
As one of your earlier subscribers, I have 

watched with pride and admiration your 
growth to one of the most interesting and 
useful journals for the climber/explorer. 
My hearty congratulations. I have been par-
ticularly impressed with the quality of your 
scientific articles. 

Dr. Gene Mason's article, "Altitude Ef-
fects on the Human Body," (April 1969) is 
particularly good, and gives a broad, accur-
ate, and readable over view of what is 
known today. As a pleasant change, it does 
not limit discussion to oxygen lack, but 
includes other problems encountered at 
extreme height. 

However, the letter from John Davies 
(March 1969) oversimplifies an important 
subject. The relationship of anti-diuretic 
hormone to cerebral edema is still theoret-
ical and controversial. Cerebral edema and 
pulmonary edema are not necessarily synon-
ymous with mountain sickness. Although 
Diamox does have definite protective value 
against mountain sickness, Furosemide is 
less effective, and may in fact be danger-
ous. Betamethasone, one of the cortisone-
type drugs, may be helpful in acute emer-
gencies, but its value is not established. 
The paper referred to by Mr. Davies (Singh, 

et. al., NEW ENGLAND JOURNAL OF 
MEDICINE, 280(4) 175, 1969) is a mile-
stone report of patients with high altitude 
disease. It raises a number of debatable 
points, and offers as fact, some hypotheses 
which are yet unproven. It is, however, the 
largest series of cases yet published. 

The value of Diamox leads us to believe 
that more drugs will soon be found to be 
even more effective in ameliorating the 
effects of rapid ascent to high altitude. 
This means that we will undoubtedly go 
higher faster and be less affected. How-
ever, until such medications are proven 
effective for large numbers of people, risks 
will attach to ascent above 14,000 feet, 
without adequate time for acclimatization. 
We have a great deal more to learn about 
this fascinating process. 

Charles S. Houston, M.D. 
The University of Vermont 
Burlington, Vermont 

Dear Editor: 
I was gratified that you memorialized 

Boyd Everett on the cover of your May 
issue. It was a fitting tribute to a fine 
climber. 

However, I did not take the photograph 
as was credited. The photo of Boyd was 
made by Sam Silverstein when we were all 
together on• the first ascent of Mount 
McKinley's southeast ridge in 1962. 

Christopher S. Wren 
Senior Editor, LOOK , N.Y. 

Dear Editor: 
I was sorry to see Dennis Gray link the 

development of the foot brake ice axe  

belay (March 1969 SUMMIT) to the Pacific 
Northwest after Mr. Pargeter's misleading 
comments on glacier techniques. This is 
in fact part of the "New Zealand Tech-. 
nique" which should rightly be placed in 
inverted commas alongside the "French 
Crampon Technique" and deserves a 
whole article in itself. 

Although now largely replaced by the 
"ice-peg-in-snow" belay the one-foot 
belay is still often used for convenience. 
For the "ice-peg-in-snow" belay, a long 
(8 inch) ice peg is carried with two cara-
biners attached and placed vertically in 
the upper belay step. The uphill foot is 
placed firmly on top of this with one cram-
pon point through the first carabiner and 

to page 34, please 

-DAWSON'S BOOK SHOP 
Sierra Club publications, mountains, 
mountaineering, deserts, history of Cali-
fornia and the West—plus many other 
Specialties. New, used, and rare. Single 
fine items and libraries bought. 
535 N. LARCHMONT BLVD, 
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90604 
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Letters 
the second emerging freely from below the 

downhill side of the boot. The rope is then 

dipped through this, passed over the top 

of the boot and behind the ankle where it 

is held with one hand while the other hand 

is used to feed the rope (very important 

for the second belaying a leader and not 

possible with the ice axe belay as you 

showed it). This belay is found to be more 

secure than the one-foot belay, particularly 

in soft, mushy snow. On ice, the peg (or 

screw) has to be driven in flush with the 

step. 

The two techniques can be combined with 

advantage by carrying a short (6 inch) 

sling with carabiner attached. The one 

shaft is driven through the sling with the 

uphill foot placed to brace the axe and on 

top of the sling. The rope then runs through 

the carabiner and around the ankle as with 

the ice peg belay. The success of these 

techniques lies in applying the load at the 

point of support of the belayer, yet allow-

ing free slippage controlled by friction. 

Archie Simpson 

Calgary, Alberta, Canada 

Dear Editor: 

Paul Child, an expert photographer resid-

ing in Cambridge, Massachusetts, has been 

having considerable trouble with electro-

static charges causing "pin-points" on his 

negatives. These appear as a line of tiny 

dots, and while acceptable for home-

picture use, the dots completely ruin a 

negative for major artistic applications. 

Paul reasoned that this phenomena must 

be accentuated in the cool, crisp atmos-

phere of the mountains, and he asked 

whether dots are prevalent, and what steps 

alpine photographers take to eliminate 

them. 

I would appreciate it if any reader who 

has experienced this would write The 

Editor's of SUMMIT, so that we all could 

benefit by additional knowledge concerning 

the effect of static electricity. 

Alan B. Kamman 

Lexington, Mass. 



NEW BISHOP TENTS 
pick your price, 

pick your features 

Each tent is 5' x 7', can sleep three. 

BISHOP Camp-Rite Tent $49.50. 
"Aluminum A frame with canted ends 

for extra room. Waterproof cotton 
poplin catenary cut to eliminate 
wrinkles and sagging. 

Weight: 9 lbs. 4 oz. Tent 

BISHOP Pack-Lite Tent $99.50. Same 
basic design as Camp-Rite, except 
made from lightweight rip-stop Ny-
lon. Price includes totally water-
proof fitted fly. 

Weight: 7 lbs. 8 oz. Tent/Fly 

BISHOP Ultimate Tent $179.00. Fea-
tures exo-skeletal Blanchard-de-
signed frame. Nearly vertical walls. 
Many sophisticated features. Same 
basic tent used on American Ever-
est Expedition. Price includes wa-
terproof fitted fly. 

Weight: 9 lbs. 3 oz. Tent/Fly 
Available without fly for $119.50. 

Write for free brochure and cOmplete specifica-
tions. Mention which tent you're interested in. 

BISHOP'S ULTIMATE OUTDOOR EQUIPMENT 

Dept. 19, 6804 Millwood Road 
Betnesda, Maryland 20034 
Telephone: 301-652-0156 

MORE ME TIMM MONEY? 
Make your own 

Quality Outdoor Gear 

Nylon Ripstops 

Goose Down 

Nylon Zippers 

Illustrated Step-
by-Step Instructions 

DEPT. 12 BOX 1378 
BOULDER, COLORADO 80302 

free catalog 

MOUNTAIN SAFETY RESEARCH, INC. 

Face View 
of Fluke 

The MSR Snow Fluke is a belaying anchor to be imbedded in snow, and is made from a plate of high-tensile aluminum, bent to a 
shallow angle for stability and strength. The bent plate has the function of one of the flukes on a ship's anchor, hence the name. 
Steel cables are attached to stabilize the angle of the fluke to the cable eye at 21°. A slot should be cut with the pick of the 
ice axe in the snow in the direction of pull to receive the cables. On heavy load, the fluke sails deeper into the snow, and absorbs 
energy as it- goes. In typical, consolidated (but not re-frozen) snow, the 5" x 10" fluke sailed into the snow 20" and along 300, 
with a restraint of 1600 lbs. This equals the energy of a 200 lb. climber falling 20 ft. The fluke did not come out, and could have 
absorbed much more energy. Reference: Mountain Magazine (British) January 1969; Summit, March 1969; Clogwyn Climbing Gear, 
North Wales. 

Two sizes: Item 12 5" x 10", wt. 13 oz; Item 11, 4" x 7", wt. 6 oz. Cables test 3500 lbs. Each $7.95 plus 34 postage plus 36 
tax in Washington state. 

Fiber Glass Reinforcement of Ice Axes. See July-August Summit, page 30. Item 59, kit (for installation by you to double the strength), 
$3.75 plus 34 postage plus 14 tax in Washington state. 
Our complete catalog has been delayed for inclusion of new items. Please send your name for addition to our mailing list. 

Please send for complete catalog 

Mountain Safety Research, Inc. 
631 South 96th Street • Seattle, Washington 98108 

MSR MSR 
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GERRY GEAR GOES 
ANYWHERE...ANY WAY! 
How do you want to go? On foot? On skis? On horse-
back? On a bicycle? In a canoe? By plane? 

With Gerry Gear the choice is yours. We keep you com-
fortable anywhere any way. 

Our complete line of ultralight outdoor gear includes 
some exciting new products like a Bicycle Pack, a Horse 
Pack and a Tote Box that's adaptable to backpacking, 
canoe portaging, or plane trips. We even have a pack 
for your dog. 

See it all at your nearest Gerry dealer. Or write direct to 
Colorado Outdoor 
Sports Corp., Dept. 
61 Box 5544, Denver, 
Colo. 80217. 

Made in the Rockies by people who know the outdoors. 

GERRY 
ULTRALIGHT GEAR 

summit-  ORDER FORM 
ADDRESS: P.O. BOX 1889, BIG BEAR LAKE, CALIF. 92315 

Please send SUMMIT /or the terrn indicated to: 

NAME  1 Year n $6 

STREET  2 Years I $9 

CITY  3 Years I 1 $12 

STATE ZIP  5 Years 7$18 
L -  MONEY ENCLOSED Ell BILL ME LATER 

ODDS & ENDS 
Twenty cents per word. Payment in 
advance. 

RESOLING AND REPAIRING performed 

to your satisfaction upon climbing boots 
and kletterschuhe of all types. Steve 
Komito, Box 503, Boulder, Colorado 80302. 

CLIMBING SEMINARS: Saturdays and Sun-
days in San Fernando Valley, San Gabriel 
Valley, and Idyllwild! Complete daily clas-
ses in basic or advanced rock climbing. 
Taught by qualified leaders experienced in 
Sierra, Tetons, Yosemite, .and Tahquitz 
climbing. All equipment except boots fur- 

nished. $15.00 per person per day. By 

reservation only. Write or phone: California 

Climbers, P.O. Box 927, Topanga, Cali-
fornia 90290. 213-346-8030. 

CLIMB MT. McKINLEY! Applications are 

being accepted for upcoming spring and 

summer 1970 expeditions to Alaska's 
20,320-foot Peak. Write: Ray Genet, Alaska 
Mountain Guides, Box 48, Anchorage. 

CLIMB the major peaks of Washington: 

Mt. Rainier, $35; St. Helens, $25; Adams, 
$25; Shuksan, $35; Baker, $25; Olympus, 
$50. Summer & winter ascents. Small par-
ties only. Write Lee Nelson, 2507 - 78th W. 
Tacoma, Wa. 98466 LO 4-3109. 

LIGHTWEIGHT equipment for backpack-
ing, mountaineering, camping, canoeing. 
Down sleeping bags, tents, boots, food. 

Complete line of Cross-country and Touring 
Skis. Free catalog. Moor & Mountain, Dept. 
19, 14 Main Street, Concord, Mass. 01742. 

Best Insurance for 

Wilderness Travel 

BASIC MOUNTAINEERING 
126 pages of instructions in safe 

mountaineering. 
If not available in book or mountaineer-
ing stores near you, write us direct. 

Include $2.00. 

Sierra Club, San Diego Chap. B 
P.O. Box 525, San Diego, Cal ifornio 
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-Enjoy Pathfinding with 
our lightweight Himalayan 

equipment. . . let it take you 
beyond the end of the road !" 

send for your free 1969 
Himalayan catalog today! 

Himalayan Equipment 
Httat'an 

HIMALAYAN 
INDUSTRIES 
Rural Route One 
Grayling, Michigan 49738 

Take a tip 
from Paul 
Pathfinder: 

ROPES 
for 

MOUNTAINEERING 

Weight at 
starting point 

Freely hanging 
part of rope 

Fixed part 
of rope 

Irre 
Fixing point 

Bypass caralotner 
7  

2.5 m + Elongation 

KELTY 

(3° 
QUALITY 
HIKING AND BACKPACKING 

equipment 
supplies 
service 

SEND FOR FREE BACKPACKERS CHECKLIST 

1801 Victory Blvd., Glendale, California 91201 

Why do more than half of all Continental European mountaineers 
choose EDE LRI D kernmantle rope? 
ED E LR I D rope is designed, manufactured, and tested to the most 
modern technical specifications, to ensure maximum safety. ED ELRI D 
engineers are also experienced and expert climbers, and know what a 
climber wants in a rope for maximum convenience as well as safety. 
ED ELRI D has pioneered many advances: 

First kernmantle climbing rope of P ER LO N 
First rope to pass the U IAA impact requirement 
First rope with 48 strand mantle, for better "feel" 
First braided Bicolor construction for two-rope leading and knot-free rappelling 

Each EDELRID rope sold must be perfect. Not even a single hidden knotted strand is permitted even though it 
would be undetectable by the purchaser. With ED E LR I D, there is only one quality for a climbing rope: as perfect as 
technology and skill can make it. EDELRID ropes are available clorored white, blue, red and gold. On special order, 
any length can be supplied, and special Bicolor constructions can be made up. 

For 66-page EDELRID technical and descriptive booklet 
„A Guide to Mountaineering Ropes" send stamped self-addressed envelope to: 
EIGER Mountain Sports, P.O. Box 161, MONTROSE / Calif. 91020 

• 

 Weight 
after fall 




